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1. Get the two buckets with hoses from the South Stairwell near the Water Garden.  (Note:  they are at the bottom of the 
stairwell, under the overhang so they don’t fill with rainwater.)

2. Attach the hose with shut-off valves to the spigot at the end of the 550 Building.  Make sure both valves are in the “Off” 
position.

3. Bring the end of the hose up the steps and across the lawn to the hedge.  Do NOT walk through the hedge!  Set the end of 
the hose down so you can reach it from the other side of the hedge.

4. Turn the spigot (2) on. Bring the bucket with the hose and watering wand through the SW gate and around to the park 
side of the hedge.  

5. Connect the two hoses on the Park side of the hedge. Connect the wand to the end of the second hose, and make sure 
the wand is in the “Off” position. Turn the shut-off valve to the “On” position. (Leave the valve that is not connected to 
the hose in the “Off” position.

6. Water the garden for 15 minutes.  Use a sweeping motion with the wand set to “Shower.” Hint:  use the timer on your 
phone!

7. Turn the wand off.  Turn the valve off. Release water in the hose by turning the wand back on and letting it drain. Separate 
the two hoses and recoil the hose with wand inside its bucket.

8. Turn the water off at the spigot. Release the water in the hose by turning the valve back on.  Recoil the hose.
9. Return the buckets to the Stairwell (1).
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Demonstration Garden 
Watering Instructions - Bonus

Take photos of the Demonstration Garden so we can track 
growth and any issues.

Photo 1:  Capture the side-by-side comparison of the historic 
and demonstration gardens.

Photo 2:  Capture a “front-to-back” view of the historic and 
demonstration gardens.

Photo 3:  Capture a closer view of the demonstration garden 
plants.

Send photos to info@fotmpdc.org.  Please put the date in the 
file name.
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